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(Left to right) Darwin, Debbie, Donnie, Nigel, Eliza, Marianne, Colonel Thornberry and Cordelia
Thornberry in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies 
present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath 
and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by 
Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal 
Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. 
The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.
Copyright © 2002 by Paramount Pictures and Viacom International Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all related titles, logos and characters are trademarks of 
Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-15
Eliza with Phaedra the elephant in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and 
Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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Eliza with the cheetah cubs Tally, Cacia and Kosey in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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(Left to right) Debbie, Donnie and Cordelia Thornberry in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-13
(Left to right) Donnie and Debbie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and 
Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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(Left to right) Sloan Blackburn, Eliza and Bree Blackburn in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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(Left to right) Eliza, Darwin and Donnie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures 
and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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(Center) Darwin, (at the end of the table just under Darwin) Eliza and (right, foreground) Sarah 
Wellington in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies 
present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath 
and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by 
Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal 
Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. 
The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-24
(Foreground left to right) Marianne and Nigel, (background left to right) Donnie and Debbie in 
“The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky 
Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy 
Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate 
Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, 
and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music
supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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(Left to right) Debbie and Donnie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and 
Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-23
(Left to right) Debbie, Eliza, Darwin and Donnie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-22
(Left to right) Boko, Debbie, Donnie, Eliza and Darwin in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-AD-ART-6
(Left to right) Darwin, Eliza and Phaedra the elephant in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-B-1431-28AR Photo by: Alex Berliner
Lacey Chabert the voice of Eliza Thornberry in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
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WT-AD-ART-5
Nigel in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a 
Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy 
Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate 
Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, 
and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music
supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-B-1426-13A Photo by: Alex Berliner
Tim Curry the voice of Nigel Thornberry in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures 
and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-AD-ART-4
Donnie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present 
a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy
Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate 
Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, 
and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music
supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-VT-7-35 Photo by: Mark Fellman
Michael Balzary  (AKA Flea) the voice of Donnie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-39
(Left to right) Bree Blackburn and Sloan Blackburn in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild 
Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by 
Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are 
Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, 
Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the 
music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)

WT-Tomei
Marisa Tomei the voice of Bree Blackburn in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-VT-3-8A/9 Photo by: William Foley
Rubert Everett the voice of Sloan Blackburn in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
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WT-32
(In the air left to right) Colonel Thornberry and Cordelia Thornberry, (on the ground, left to right)
Donnie and Debbie in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon 
Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff 
McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and 
written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro 
and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean 
Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-VT-5-27A/28 Photo by: Mark Fellman
Lynn Redgrave the voice of Cordelia Thornberry in “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount 
Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys 
Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky 
and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
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WT-Comp-1 Photo by: Mark Fellman
(Foreground left to right) Creator-producer Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo, (background center, 
left to right) Nigel, Eliza and Marianne of “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Paramount Pictures 
and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” 
Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and 
Gabor Csupo and written by Kate Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia 
Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, 
Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by 
Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Copyright  ©  2002  by  Paramount  Pictures  and  Viacom  International  Inc.  All  Rights
Reserved. Nickelodeon, The Wild Thornberrys, and all  related titles,  logos and characters are
trademarks of Viacom International Inc. 

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)



WT-Simon
Grammy winner Paul Simon who wrote an original song for “The Wild Thornberrys Movie” 
entitled “Father and Daughter.” Paramount Pictures and Nickelodeon Movies present a Klasky 
Csupo Production “The Wild Thornberrys Movie.” Directed by Jeff McGrath and Cathy 
Malkasian, the film is produced by Arlene Klasky and Gabor Csupo and written by Kate 
Boutilier. The executive producers are Albie Hecht, Julia Pistor, Eryk Casemiro and Hal Waite, 
and the co-producers are Terry Thoren, Tracy Kramer, Norton Virgien and Sean Lurie. The music
supervisor is George Acogny and the music is by Drew Neumann. 
Paramount Pictures is part of the entertainment operations of Viacom Inc., one of the world’s 
largest entertainment and media companies and a leader in the production, promotion and 
distribution of entertainment, news, sports and music. This film is rated PG by the MPAA for 
some adventure peril.

Nickelodeon  Movies  is  the  feature  film  development  and  production  division  of  Nickelodeon,  which
produces  movies  for  kids  and  their  families  in  association  with  its  sister  Viacom company,  Paramount  Pictures.
Nickelodeon Movies was created in 1993 to develop and produce several types of films, which include star-driven
family event movies, kids-first movies and animated features, all of which bring extraordinary events, characters and
situations into everyday contemporary life. 

Nickelodeon feature film releases include the Academy Award-nominated “Jimmy Neutron: Boy Genius,”
“Rugrats,” “Snow Day” and “Rugrats in Paris,” among others. Nickelodeon, Nickelodeon Movies and all related titles,
characters and logos are trademarks of Viacom International Inc.
Permission granted for newspaper and dated magazine reproduction not primarily devoted to a single topic, individual 
or motion picture. All other use without the express written consent of Paramount Pictures in each instance is expressly 
prohibited.  (Made in the U.S.A.)
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